1. HIGHLIGHTS

- The Logistics Cluster continued to facilitate the final joint distributions in Dadu (Sindh) by airlifting combined packages, including food, hygiene kits, water purification tablets and shelter items.

2. AIR OPERATIONS

- Air cargo deliveries have been completed in Sindh, and UNHAS has moved three helicopters to Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) for air operations. Thus far, four organizations have requested the airlift of relief items to Kohistan.

3. STORAGE

- The Logistics Cluster has created a new temporary storage facility in Nowshera (KPK) and is also currently providing temporary storage in Besham (Meira), Pattan, Sukkur, Hyderabad, Dadu, Multan and Chaklala. The current storage capacity is 24,074 m².

4. ROAD UPDATES AND MAPPING

- Updated maps for airlift target locations in Sindh, Sindh Road Conditions, and KPK Air Operations have been posted on the Logistics Cluster website at: http://www.logcluster.org/ops/pak09a

Current Road Conditions in Sindh

- The road from Sehwan to Dadu via Babuk is now accessible by 4WD and tractor/trolley.
- The road patch from Sehwan to Jhangar is now open for all kinds of vehicles (previously accessible only by 4WD vehicles).
- The following villages are now accessible by land (recommended vehicles are tractor-trolleys and six-wheeled vehicles): Dharo Tar, Shaikh Dhaman, Kot Barocho, Teheeni.
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